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Abstract
Along the product life-cycle, industrial processes generate massive digital assets containing precious information. Besides structured databases,
written reports hold unstructured information hardly exploitable due to the lack of vocabulary and syntax standardization. In this paper we present
a methodology and natural language processing approach to exploit these documents. Our method consists in providing connections based on
supervised retrieval of domain-speciﬁc expressions. No prior document analysis are required to drive the algorithm. It underlines a scale of
speciﬁcity in pattern visualization. This allows relevant and speciﬁc information extraction for feedback (e.g. design stage, after-sales service).
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of Professor Lihui Wang.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Context
Knowledge management during industrial processes implies
massive digital documents and assets through information sys-
tems among the product lifecycle. These documents contain
precious information for research and development improve-
ments. Big data techniques are already used for knowledge dis-
covery in order to tackle this issue on structured databases [1].
Besides structured databases of product or process data, there is
also unstructured information. An estimate range between 50%
and 80% of all the company’s data is unstructured [2].
“There is an urgent need for a new generation of
computational theories and tools to assist humans in
extracting useful information (knowledge) from the
rapidly growing volumes of digital data”. [3]
In this paper we focus on textual analysis of written information
rather than massive and structured input data. Therefore, we
deal with technical reports, testimonies, and any other written
document or collection of documents. Then, we aim to work
on knowledge management by chaining knowledge elements
rather than data classiﬁcation and knowledge discovery. The
speciﬁcity of our work mainly lies on the nature of processed
information: contrary to sensors or logs, human actors imply a
strong variability in provided information.
1.2. Goals
Over a ﬁrst phase, the main issue in the process of analyzing
unstructured data for knowledge chaining is the domain speci-
ﬁcity without any prior information. The process deals with
documents that are not conforming to any vocabulary or syntax
rules (such as customer reviews or technical notes for example).
It underlines a domain-speciﬁc vocabulary without labeling or
any pre-processing from the document’s author. In addition, the
process is mainly supervised. Thus, it keeps the results as close
as possible from the author work habits and methods.
Over a second phase, our process aims at providing hyper-
navigation in corpora based on extracted information. It leads
to two main outlines, and a third minor one:
1. Enabling diﬀerent readings of the same corpus. New lev-
els of reading are based on generic/speciﬁc keywords and
expressions retrieved by the algorithm.
2. Providing understanding facilities through a located high
precision decision-support analytic for unstructured tex-
tual corpora. The original text linearity of a single ﬁle, or
the discontinuity of a corpus is outplayed by networking
pieces of extracted information.
3. (minor outline) Oﬀering a massive indexing system on
server: anyone could upload a production, that is tagged
and linked to other productions or any (other than text)
tagged entity.
1.3. Usecase
Based on natural language processing techniques, we aim to
demonstrate our proposition through a speciﬁc domain: techni-
cal history. Our work is inspired by the historians challenges.
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Historical production, deﬁnitely human centered, discontinuous
and multi-scaled is a perfect experimental ﬁeld for raw text pro-
cessing and knowledge chaining. For this article we also used a
special corpus, the one from the CIRP paper annals, providing
a tangible example for the CIRP community. We will discuss in
the last part of this paper the interest of such work for industrial
engineering community and how our proposal can be extended
to other productions than of the provided use cases.
Thereafter, the term “corpus” will refer to the raw material in-
put: a collection of written documents or a single one, that
may contain internal and external references (pictures, quota-
tion, links, etc).
2. Natural language processing for knowledge management
In research and industrial processes as in historical ﬁeld,
only external supports (mainly written) can capitalize the ex-
plicit information humans produce. This type of information
is unstructured, and diﬀers from any sensor’s data output. In a
classical conception of the DIKW1 hierarchy [4], humans can-
not produce “pure” data. As History is purely human produced,
we have to deal with higher level agency: information to knowl-
edge chaining, not data.
A piece of information is never independent, so the re-
lationship that links to pieces is essential and is part of the
knowledge. The aim of our work is to support the importance
of these connections. This arise the ethical question, that
won’t be further discussed here, of the computer inﬂuence in
(historical) knowledge establishment.
Three assumptions distinguish our work from other Text
Mining tools for Knowledge Management:
1. Our work should not depend on any (human or not) data
pre-processing step. Raw texts are our only reliable and
expectable source of information. We aim to focus on
unstructured data, massively produced in every business.
This take us away from pure big data issue for decision
making as described by the McKinsey Global Institute [5].
It also diﬀers from text analytic oriented projects such as
TXM [6] in french, or big data project with clustering
for hierarchical structuring [7] in the same ﬁeld of experi-
ments.
2. Our previous works with historians taught us that infor-
mation cannot be a priori compartmentalized in stringent
entities [8]. Unlike biological [9] or manufacturing data-
mining, no exhaustive data classes exist. Our goal is not to
“turn low level data into high-level and useful knowledge”
[10], but to process already “compiled” data, i.e. informa-
tion.
A framework for text processing in (human) knowledge
management should not be ﬁrst semantically deﬁned. Pre-
viously deﬁned topics are at least narrowing and even irrel-
evant to a text. A POS-tagging or shallow parsing would
not allow to match high pattern speciﬁcity, nor a core busi-
ness vocabulary. So we aim to extract characteristic enti-
ties from a raw text and not to recognize already known
1Data Information Knowledge Wisdom
ones. In this sense we deeply diﬀer from “Named Entity
Recognition for Classiﬁcation” (NERC) processes such as
[11] seeking to ﬁll “the lack of publicly available labelled
datasets” in french. In the same ﬁeld of experiments, other
works are focused on NERC and neglect the speciﬁcity of
the input material [12]. Interpretation should be left for the
human reading, this work try to stay as close as possible to
the text.
3. The black box eﬀect should be avoided. A fully super-
vised process is necessary for high quality results. We as-
sume that 10 or 20% of mismatch is often not acceptable.
Purely manual tagging is a laborious common practice,
that hardly reach completeness, but builds high-quality
tags. Our supervised process tries to get the best from the
machine (completeness) and from the human (high-quality
keywords). Moreover, this supervised step balances the
machine responsibility (ethical).
Once again we diﬀer from a classical conception of su-
pervision in NERC: “The main problem with Supervised
Learning techniques is that a large amount of tagged data
is needed to implement an eﬀective system”[13], because
in our case no training set is needed.
Regarding theses existing frameworks and tools, we state
that our approach is complementary though signiﬁcantly dif-
ferent. Complementary with the human “classical” approach
of historians, but also with some other text mining tools. This
option will be broached as a perspective in section 4.4.
3. Haruspex: a supervised process for knowledge discovery
in un-structured data
To achieve our goal of compiling information produced un-
der the form of written documents, we have designed a process
based on natural language processing techniques. This process
is implemented with Python3 programming language, with a
basic GUI for end users. It takes the form of a simple software
called Haruspex that takes a corpus as input and produces an
undirected graph as output. The output graph is composed of
documents or part of documents as nodes (with their metadata)
and weighted keywords based relationships as edges. Users can
supervise the entire process and have access to internal mecha-
nisms such as the keyword extraction context.
3.1. Overview of the global process
The global process (see ﬁg. 1) is composed of 4 main steps :
1. ﬁrst step consists in processing input data ﬁles : format
conversion, ﬁles concatenation, splitting, construction of
“unit pages” that consists of ﬁle or part of ﬁle content.
2. second step runs Automatic Natural Acquisition of a Ter-
minology [14] on the previously prepared pages.
3. third step maps the list of keywords from step 2 with their
location in the diﬀerent “pages” from step 1.
4. forth step builds weighted links between the related pages
based on tf-idf (term frequency / inverse document fre-
quency) indicator for each keyword.
Those four steps are detailed in the following sections.
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Fig. 1. Simpliﬁed view of Haruspex process
3.2. Input and pre-processing
As our program deals with both unique documents and group
of documents, the way the corpus is structured depends on the
user choices: this step aims to build “pages”. A “page” is a
meaningful and coherent part of text and the depth of this doc-
ument structuring is conﬁgurable: paragraph, chapter, ﬁle, or
the concatenation of multiple ﬁles. This step is about corpus
management.
At the end of this step, we have a text ﬁle and an instance of a
graph oriented database (using Neo4j). The text ﬁle is the con-
catenation of all the contents with markers to record the original
corpus structure. Actually the markers are simple ids written
(i.e.: #23 3 6 0) in the concatenated text ﬁle to be able to re-
trieve the section number of the original ﬁle (ﬁle 23, section
3, subsection 6). The database is a set of nodes, representing
the pages by its id, mapped with the original ﬁle thanks to the
markers. Each node is related to other node types: pictures and
external references (bibliography, links, footnotes...) from the
original content. There is yet no edge linking the pages among
themselves.
Some additional features are provided on demand such as
automatic conversion fromOpenDocument or pdf, citations and
ﬁgures management, automatic corpus structuring.
3.3. Automatic Natural Acquisition of a terminology
The concatenated ﬁle produced in step 1 is processed here.
This step is a new and improved implementation of Natural
Language Processing algorithm called ANA2 [14], dedicated to
keywords and expressions extraction without tagging nor train-
ing. This algorithm operates on a local level by using syntax
and semantic analysis. This is similar to the relation extrac-
tion process [15], but does not aim to analyze this relation. The
extracted terms are connected to the original corpus thanks to
the markers. This step is either highly conﬁgurable by the user
2Acquisition Naturelle Automatique
(thresholds, loops, semantic closeness) or fully automatic with
predeﬁned parameters. The output of this step is a list of ex-
tracted keywords located in their context. The number of ex-
tracted terms is unknown before the end of the process: the
main limitation is based on the threshold for occurrences.
3.4. Acquisition post-processing
The output of the previous step (keywords and expressions
in their context) is displayed to the supervisor who can remove,
modify or add some terms. The user also choose a shape build-
ing method for the keywords: shortest shape, most occurring
shape, ... This user supervision is critical to keep the control on
the content and to reach very high quality extraction (however it
may be skipped). A last loop on the text is necessary to spot the
new keywords. The output of this step upload the supervised
results on the previously created nodes of the database. Each
node, representing a page, contains now its own descriptors:
the extracted and validated keywords.
3.5. Knowledge chaining
This step consists in creating connections between the nodes
(i.e. the pages of step 1) by calculating an value of semantic
closeness based on the nodes’ keywords. This value is based on
the TF-IDF algorithm [16]. The calculated value distinguishes
generic links (this connects almost any node to any other) from
speciﬁc ones (this connect truly some few nodes). All relations
between nodes are undirected and have a type: the shared key-
word; and a weight: the semantic closeness indicator. Theses
links are stored in the database which leads to the construction
of a network (see ﬁg.2). So one can request database based on
relations properties. This drives us to deﬁne the three outlines
mentioned in Introduction.
4. Results and perspectives
The quality of the results depends on the way the process is
supervised.
On one hand, for general topic spotting the results does
not replace a NERC algorithm, on the other hand we ex-
tract and build very speciﬁc patterns, that no keyword recog-
nition tool provides. Actually, patterns with high relevance
and discriminant function are spotted like “turbine a` re´ducteur
a´ engrenages” (speed reduction geared turbine), “chambre
syndicale des constructeurs de navires” (ship builders trade
union committee) or “mac¸onnerie de moellons hourde´s de
chaux”(limewashed rubblestone masonry).
Even if Neo4J database provides the ability to visualize
nodes and relations through a web interface, some additional
post processing may be rewarding/necessary: the requested
content can be dropped on a network visualization software.
Using Gephi [17] for example, macro-patterns that could not
be observed at a smaller scale are highlighted: lack of informa-
tion, unlinked sections, or strongly linked sections throughout
several original ﬁles. Further analysis should be done with ex-
perts to discuss these results as new research material.
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Fig. 2. Networking pieces of semi-structured documents
4.1. Results on a single semi-structured document
We call semi-structured document any text containing basic
structure elements like sections and external references. For ex-
ample this article LATEX ﬁle is a semi-structured document, as
many webpages, e-mails, thesis or MS word ﬁles. The operat-
ing process have been proved on some master thesis, with good
results according to the authors.
Under a fully automatic mode, we extract approximately 350
distinct normalized keywords or expressions from a 22k words
long corpus with approximately 80% of precision and 98% of
recall3, so the F1 score is around 0.88. That score can be highly
increased including the supervision process.
In this case, the main results is to outplay the linearity, dis-
playing a network of related contents. Theses two representa-
tions of the knowledge are complementary, and can be com-
bined in a hypertext navigation. As the links are weighted,
generic topics are emphasized; as the links are also keyword
based, it is possible to follow a narrower topic as a Ariadne’s
thread.
4.2. Results on a semi-structured corpus
Compared to the previous use case, the extraction quality is
mostly the same with additional documents (F1 score: 0.83).
The network is changed into a cross navigation. Highlighting
the connected parts across the whole corpus is an interesting
feature. The most connected content to a section is not neces-
sary the next section of that same document (see ﬁg.2).
In most cases, low-weighted keywords are more generic and
used as inter-document (external) links. But some highly spe-
ciﬁc cross-document connections are also created. This con-
tributes to a serendipity-based reading. An other beneﬁt comes
from the identiﬁcation of lack of information, and the isolated
parts of knowledge, weakly or even not connected to other top-
ics at all.
4.3. Results on unstructured corpus
We used Haruspex to process a corpus a compiled pdf doc-
uments, these pdf are all papers from the CIRP Annals - Man-
3evaluated by the author of the original corpus and expert of the domain.
ufacturing Technology between beginning of 2008 and end of
2015, we didn’t get the internal structure of each pdf ﬁle but
only the raw text content. This corpus is composed of 109 doc-
uments. The date the title and the author of each paper have
been recorded in the nodes. Then we extracted around 2300
unique key terms with the expected behavior: very good recall,
good precision. Supervision helped to get high quality results.
The graph database, binding the pages (articles) among them-
selves with weighted and keyword based links, enables us to
query the corpus. For examples these queries are possible:
• Which are the semantically closest article to a given one?
• How (quantiﬁed strength) is evolving the link between vir-
tual and mechanical ﬁelds between 2008 and 2015?
• How strong is the link between the medical ﬁeld, the eco-
nomical ﬁeld and the eco-conception ﬁeld?
• How big is the community speaking about both virtual
reality and reverse engineering? Who are these people?
What are their non-shared ﬁelds of study?
As we are not expert in analyzing this corpus, the aims and
the comments of the ﬁg.3 are very basics.
The ﬁrst graph on the left shows that only one paper mentions
“ecodesign” and “economics” (written by Yasushi Umeda),
also the papers in the medical ﬁeld constitute a disjoint set from
economics and eco-design.
The second graph in the center shows the hard core of the me-
chanical ﬁeld, much more important than the virtual ﬁeld’s one.
However many papers mention both of these ﬁelds, which are
related.
The third graph is about the diﬀerent streams in the virtual ﬁeld
of studies and their link with the medical one. Biomedical does
never refer to the virtual, on the right opposite, the virtual pro-
totyping never concerns the medical ﬁeld. Also, we notice that
one paper is central in this graph, linking medical and virtual
ﬁelds: the one of S. Ha in 2009.
Note: with large unstructured corpus, the content hetero-
geneity tends to increase the misconstruction of keywords,
matching homographs. Actually, the algorithm matches shapes
and syntactic structures, independently of their context of use,
nonetheless this can be manually checked by supervision.
On such large document sets, we identify two main beneﬁts
from Haruspex:
• the ability to overcome the challenge of indexing large
corpus. This is something usual in research projects that
involve historical archives analysis and data management
plan for interoperability and preservation of data. There-
fore, it is often a lot of hard work with few eﬃciency.
Haruspex provides a complementary and semi-automatic
indexing with keywords and key terms coming from the
documents themselves.
• on a research point of view, Haruspex highlights some ex-
tremely speciﬁc expressions, thus underlining points of in-
terest for the understanding of large corpus. It provides
potential tracks for further research.
As far as knowledge management in design is concerned,
Haruspex can bring key ideas from massive sets of documents
(users’ feedback, interviews, reports and so on). Our process
enables the continuous integration of information along the
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Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the results from querying the database on some relationships and nodes. The links are typed, weighted, despite this is not visible
on the graphs above.
product life-cycle. For example with cultural heritage object
in museum, we aim to expand its documentation with any new
research result or contribution. This paper tends to demonstrate
that these beneﬁts can also be valuable for other communities
than the heritage one. Our process can be applied on any sim-
ilar use case, with massive unstructured information available
under the format of text documents.
4.4. Perspectives
The process avoid the use of controlled vocabulary, and keep
it as a beneﬁt for high precision tagging and corpus analysis.
Having a basic controlled vocabulary would be interesting to
explore the new documents without starting from scratch. This
feature would enable us to extend an existing network with web
of data connections. It would lead us to improve our last and
still minor outline: the massive indexing system mentioned in
Introduction. An external database is queried as reference [18].
This query checks a “normalized shape” for each extracted key-
words in DBpedia. This does not overwrite the speciﬁc ex-
tracted term but provides an other shape for external referenc-
ing, and a semantic web compliant output. This step is also
supervised. Some more features for the corpus management
have to be developed, such as raw metadata management for
the nodes, from author (handwritten) or external xml ﬁle read-
ing.
This ﬁrst perspective leads us to diﬀerentiating several key-
word shapes depending on the use: business intelligence (spe-
ciﬁc) or massive indexing (standardized). Combining Harus-
pex with another keyword extracting engines augmented with
a supervised layer [19] could be helpful in cases of a highly
formalized ﬁeld (such as medicine).
5. Conclusion
5.1. Beneﬁts
This paper is an attempt to present a supervised process for
knowledge chaining based on unstructured data. Our results
demonstrate the eﬃciency of this process. Despite the fact
that our algorithm only requires raw text as input, extraction
score reach similar results as NERC algorithms. Supervision
increases the quality of the algorithm results, avoiding false-
positive and giving the ability of ﬁnal tagging. This feature is
appreciated by end users for the ﬁnal step of knowledge chain-
ing. It ensures compatibility and comprehension between the
original text extracted terms and the expert vocabulary. At the
end of the process, original texts or text parts are connected
based on weighted keywords. The expert has access to diﬀerent
levels of details for further and complementary analysis. This
process aims at providing decision aid, thus requiring high qual-
ity and controlled terms. Further analysis would suﬀer from
false positive results or a lack of recall.
5.2. Prospect : from knowledge chaining in cultural heritage
to un-structured data management in design
As this tool is developed for unstructured and semi-
structured text corpus processing without any controlled vocab-
ulary in input, any pre-processing nor dependencies, we could
have used it on any subject. Our experiments focus on histor-
ical ﬁeld because we used to work on how technical history
issues can help to go beyond industrial complexity. Therefore,
we are involved with history research laboratory, providing ex-
perts, use cases and feedbacks for our research. Yet, as the
design stage information is mainly unstructured [20], we are
convinced that our work could be applied to Design with Prod-
uct Life-Cycle issues in mind. Actually, the importance of such
tool for Product Life-cycle Management and called “Product
Life-Cyle Analytics” is mentioned in [21] as a reference ar-
chitecture proposal4. Our proposal is in adequation with the
unstructured ETL (Extract Transform Load) ﬂow of this archi-
tecture. Indeed, we proposed a solution for processing market
research documents, patents, internal blogs/wiki, error reports,
speciﬁcations, feedbacks, memorandum. It would provide con-
nections between all those documents, and give beneﬁt from
this amount of hardly reachable information.
4ApPLAUDING: An Architecture for Product Lifecycle Analytics with Un-
structured Data INteGration.
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